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SAINT-BARTH



4* ECO RESORT

****

SAINT-BARTH

Did you know that Saint-Barth does not have natural drinking water
resources?

Mindful of the fragility of this ecosystem, Maryse and Stephan, have
built this 4 star Eco Resort, awarded by Green Key, with great respect for
the environment and to be an example to follow for its’ stellar drinking
water

FLEUR DE LUNE is ideally located in lush greenery on the edge of the
sublime Saline beach known for its tranquility.

Simplicity and conviviality are refined to the highest form of luxury



4* ECO RESORT

****

SUSTAINABILITY

IS 

SO CHIC !

The architecture of FLEUR DE LUNE is open to nature:

Young trees and bamboos share the living space with you
around the central basin.

The decoration, studied with care, highlights the repurposed
furniture which the surrounding luxury villas and hotels left
behind far too soon….

Immerse yourself into a Caribbean atmosphere, in a setting
that tastefully combines sobriety and elegance.



A FRESH 

START

Previously a guest house, Fleur de Lune was completely renovated after
Hurricane Irma in 2017 to become a 4* Eco Resort.

The Green Key Label came in 2019 to reward Maryse and her team for
their dedicated work to reduce the building’s environmental impact and
for the outstanding hospitality they reserve to their guests.

Conviviality & authenticity are the Hotel’s core and brand values.

Your hosts will introduce you to the island's environmental
particularities, local customs and advise you on “must see” sites.

The architecture, the central Gourmet Chef table, the warm welcome,
everything is done to encourage conviviality.

Travelers arrive at FLEUR DE LUNE as guests, and leave as friends!



ACCOMMODATION

2 Pool Villas | 3 bungalows | 2 bedrooms are positioned
around a sociable common area : a pleasant central pool,
a chef’s table offering breakfast and dinners, a comfortable
living room to curl up in the sofas to enjoy aperitifs and
aged rums.

FLEUR DE LUNE can host up to 24 guests.



Pool villa of 1940 sqf (180m²) | 8 guests maximum

4 Bedrooms each with its en-suite bathroom
Private pool, Jaccuzzi, Bathroom on the ground floor
Outdoor terrace, Outdoor lounge, Garden view

Built in the rules of the art: all in wood around a luxuriant vegetation.
Charming decoration, colorful tropical chic. The villa MOONLIGHT, will
seduce you with friends or family.

MOONLIGHT

POOL

VILLA



PARADISE

POOL

VILLA

Pool villa of 1940 sqf (180 m²)   |   5 guests maximum

Private pool - Garden view
Bedroom 1: King Size Bed and en-suite Bathroom
Bedroom 2: 1 single bed - 1 king size bed
Bathroom on the ground floor Outdoor terrace, Outdoor lounge

This spacious and delightful villa is the ideal place to spend a

fantastic holiday with family or friends. It is the perfect place to relax and
unwind.



BUNGALOW

KAZ A SUCRE

540 sqf (34 m²) | 2 to 3 guests

Private SPA
King size bed and Single bed
Large private terrace
Kitchenette

KAZ A SUCRE is delicately decorated with natural and elegant
materials such as exotic wood, leather and linen. This beautiful
Caribbean room designed in a warm atmosphere surrounded by soft
lights is the perfect place to unwind and relax.



FREEDOM

BUNGALOW

375sqf (35m²) | 2 guests

Private SPA
King size bed
Private terrace
Kitchenette inside

Freedom Bugalow is a holiday paradise for couple. This
peaceful room opened to nature features its own private SPA
for pampering moments. You will dream to move in this
romantic nest forever.



LA CASE

BUNGALOW

375 sqf (35m²) | 2 guests

Private SPA
King size bed - Bathroom
Open air shower
Private terrace
Kitchenette

In a cottage shape with a green roof, LA CASE is elegantly
decorated with soft turquoise and orange tones, colors that refer
to the sea and fine Caribbean sand.



COLIBRI

ROOM

270 sqf (25 m²) |    2 guests

Featured in this romantic cosy nest
One bedroom with a King size bed
Upstairs private terrace

In the COLIBRI Room you will be charmed by a warm Caribbean decor, 
white walls and simple wood decoration with a traditional central four-
poster bed. The pure design and simple lines offer comfort for each 
moment of your stay.



SUGAR

ROOM

270 sqf (25m²) | 2 guests

One bedroom
King size bed

The Sugar room reveals an intimate white chic and discreet Caribbean interior.
It is the perfect room to enjoy the calm and tranquility at Fleur de Lune and start
exploring St Barth’s island.



2 POOL VILLAS

3 BUNGALOWS

2 ROOMS

and 

CATAMARAN

Privatize Fleur de Lune for all types of events.

The resort features 7 accommodation organized in 11 beautifully
designed Caribbean rooms and pool villas for a total of 24 guests.
Fleur de Lune is an hidden gem to organize special and memorable
celebration with family and friends. You will enjoy staying in your own
private resort, making splashes in the pools surrounded by nature and
a charming manicured garden. Live the Caribbean life to the full !

To enhance your stay, we recommend to discover St Barth from the
sea on a catamaran trip. Our catamaran can be privatized for 12
passengers maximum.

PRIVATIZATION



EXCURSIONS

CATAMARAN

FLEUR DE LUNE

VOUS PROPOSE

CATAMARAN

TOUR
FLEUR DE LUNE



Anse de Grande Saline
Saline Pond

ACCESS                  TOURISM SITES

Shell Beach

Airport – Fleur de Lune



QUALITY LABELS



CUSTOMER 
TESTIMONIAL

Marie and her husband are great hosts 
and were a pleasure to talk to them. 

The atmosphere is very relaxed, and the 
suites are very nice. Eco-chic with open 

spaces and beautiful flowers

Lukas  | U.S.A. | 2019

Coming from a globetrotter who travels 5-6 
times a year, this was an amazing bed and 

breakfast experience. Katherine and Maryse 
were so welcoming and helped make us feel at 
home (…). Keep in mind you will have to rent a 

car to go see all the beaches, restaurants, 
clubs. Make sure to do the Sunset Cruise they 

offer on their private catamaran

Travelthew0rld26  |  2019

This is the third time we visited St Bart's 
and stayed at Fleur de Lune each time. A 
real hidden gem. Extremely welcoming 

owner and staff. Perfect location, close to 
one of the nicest secluded beaches on the 

island and walking distance to 3 great 
restaurants

Vittorio. | 2019

☺



CONTACT US

FLEUR DE LUNE
4* Boutique Eco Resort

GRANDE SALINE
97133 SAINT BARTHELEMY

(+590) 590 27 70 57

info@st-barth-fleurdelune.com

www.st-barth-fleurdelune.com

mailto:info@st-barth-fleurdelune.com
http://www.st-barth-fleurdelune.com/

